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A B S T R A C T

There is a substantial literature on socio-economic inequalities in injury rates, but less on ethnic differences. Using police records of road injuries to examine the relationships between pedestrian injury, area deprivation and ethnicity we found that, in London, children categorised as ‘Black’ had higher injury rates than those categorised as ‘White’ or ‘Asian’, and that living in less deprived areas did not protect ‘Black’ children from higher risk. Ethnic differences in injury rates cannot be explained by minority ethnic status or area deprivation, but are likely to result from the complex ways in which ethnicity shapes local experiences of exposure to injury risk.
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1. Introduction

Despite declines in rates of injury over the last twenty years, road traffic injuries remain a major contributor to childhood mortality and morbidity in high income countries (WHO, 2004). This burden is not distributed equally, with studies in a number of countries documenting persisting inequalities in the risk of injury and death (Laflamme and Diderichsen, 2000; Reimers and Laflamme, 2005; Rivera and Barber, 1985; Edwards et al., 2008). In the United Kingdom (UK), local and national studies have identified higher pedestrian injury rates in areas characterised by high levels of deprivation (Grayling et al., 2002; Lyons et al., 2003; Edwards et al., 2008). Analysis of injury mortality data (Edwards et al., 2006) suggests that there are particularly steep socio-economic gradients for child pedestrians.

To date, there has been far less epidemiological research on ethnicity and road injury risk, and the findings are less clear cut than those on deprivation. Although many international studies suggest that minority ethnic groups are at higher risk than the majority population (Schiff and Becker, 1996; Campos-Outcalt et al., 2002; Stevens and Dellinger, 2002; Cercarelli and Knuiman, 2002; Braver, 2003; Stirbu et al., 2006; Savitsky et al., 2007), others have identified some minority groups at lower risk (Campos-Outcalt et al., 2003). Within the UK, one case-control study found ‘non-White’ children at higher risk (Christie, 1995), and one local study found ‘Asian’, but not other ethnic minority, children at higher risk of road traffic injury (Lawson and Edwards, 1991). There are a number of national and regional policy incentives for examining whether there is evidence for ethnic inequalities in injury in the UK, with statutory agencies charged with reducing inequality in health outcomes by targeting those at highest risk and working with communities to develop appropriate services (Department of Health, 2003; Mayor of London, 2008). Nearly half of all non-White ethnic minorities in the UK live in London, and more than one in three London residents belong to a minority ethnic group (Bains and Klodawski, 2007). Transport for London, the body responsible for delivering the Mayor of London’s transport strategy (Mayor of London, 2001), commissioned this study in response to concerns about whether road safety gains were being shared equally across London’s diverse population.

Research on the relationships between ethnicity and health outcomes presents conceptual, methodological and practical challenges. There is now a growing body of evidence documenting ethnic differences in health outcomes in the UK (Marmot et al., 1984; Davey Smith et al., 2000; Nazrano and Primatesta, 2001) but, as Bhopal (1997) has cautioned, there is a real risk of ‘black box epidemiology’ if we merely document ‘differences’ between poorly defined and conceptualised groupings. To be useful for policy and practice in addressing inequalities...
in health, research needs to be directed at not only documenting inequalities, but unpacking the mechanisms which potentially link components of ethnicity with particular health outcomes. This is a challenge on a number of levels. First, a priori assumptions of ethnic differences may bias research efforts towards looking at how minority ethnic groups compare (poorly) to majority populations and, as Bradby (2003) notes, acknowledging discrimination whilst not perpetuating it is difficult. Second, as an epidemiological variable, ethnicity is inherently problematic. Ethnicity, referring to ‘the identification with a social group ... on the basis of shared values, beliefs, customs, language and lifestyle’ (Nazroo, 2004, p. 13), includes components related to nationality, skin colour, country of origin of self and ancestors, and religion. As a multidimensional and fluid concept, with meanings influenced by both historical value systems and the current social and political context (Bradby, 2003), ethnic identities are of course time and place specific. The ways in which ethnicity potentially influences health outcomes theoretically relate to these aspects of identity, but also (more plausibly, for many health outcomes) to ethnicity as ‘structure’ (Karlsen and Nazroo, 2002), including components such as associations with socio-economic factors and experiences of racism.

1.1. A model of potential links between ethnicity and child pedestrian injury risk

In terms of conceptualising how ethnicity might relate to pedestrian injury as an outcome, there are a number of potential causal pathways relating to ethnicity as both ‘structure’ and ‘identity’. The determinants of the relative risk of being injured as a pedestrian include three factors: the road environment (how many roads and junctions, the volume and speed of traffic); an individual’s exposure to that environment (how often they are on or near the road as a pedestrian); and their behaviour on or near roads. These three factors are inter-related, in that behaviour and levels of exposure are to some extent determined by the perceived dangerousness of the road environment. Fig. 1 summarises some of pathways by which ethnicity might influence these variables.

First, ethnicity is often associated with deprivation, both at area level and individually, at household level. A long standing debate in research on ethnicity and health has been the extent to which observed differences reflect socio-economic inequalities (Nazroo, 1998, 2001; Davey Smith, 2000; Ahmad and Bradby, 2007). At an area level, given the known associations between injury and area deprivation (Edwards et al., 2008), and the fact that ethnic minorities tend to live in more deprived areas in the UK (Prime Ministers Strategy Unit, 2005), with particularly steep gradients in London (Table 1), any differences found in pedestrian injury by ethnicity might simply be a reflection of area effects relating to local road environments. Evidence suggests that a higher density of major roads, high vehicle speeds, high junction density, the presence of parked cars, the presence of bus stops, low minor road density, high employment density, and low residential population density are associated with increased pedestrian injury risk (Noland and Quddus, 2005; Grayling et al., 2002; Agran et al., 1996; Roberts et al., 1995). Thus ethnicity may be merely a proxy for the area effects of ‘place’, if minority ethnic communities live in areas more likely to have these road environments.

However, it is also known that injury risk is associated independently with individual, or household, socio-economic deprivation as well as area effects (Reading et al., 1999; Haynes et al., 2003). At the household level, associations with injury risk have been found for both number of parents in the household (Haynes et al., 2003) and employment status (Edwards et al., 2006). These variables are also likely to vary across ethnic groups. Pedestrian exposure is likely to be an important mediator of relationships between deprivation and risk, with Sonkin et al. (2006) finding, for instance, higher levels of walking in households with unemployed adults, in rented rather than owner-occupied accommodation and in households with no access to a car. Within the UK, there are large ethnic differences in household car availability, with the National Travel Survey (Department for Transport, 2006) finding, for instance, higher levels of walking in households with unemployed adults, in rented rather than owner-occupied accommodation and in households with no access to a car.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deprivation deciles</th>
<th>Percentage ‘Black’ (SD)</th>
<th>Percentage ‘Asian’ (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5 (1)</td>
<td>6.6 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7 (2)</td>
<td>7.8 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.8 (5)</td>
<td>11.7 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.8 (6)</td>
<td>12.8 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.2 (7)</td>
<td>14.5 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.1 (7)</td>
<td>12.5 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.2 (8)</td>
<td>12.7 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.0 (10)</td>
<td>13.0 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20.8 (12)</td>
<td>12.2 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.2 (12)</td>
<td>15.6 (17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** A model of causal pathways linking ethnicity to pedestrian injury risk.
identifying highest rates of car ownership in those of Indian and White British background (86 and 82%, respectively) and lowest in those of African or Caribbean background (54 and 62%, respectively).

Other candidate explanations relate to causal pathways that link cultural components of ethnicity to risk. ‘Culture’ is a rather inadequate catch-all term for those aspects of lifestyle that might be shared within ethnic groups, but it could be hypothesised that for instance, different ethnic identities may be associated with factors that directly influence injury risk, such as different attitudes to risk taking (which might influence road crossing behaviour) (see for example, Factor et al., 2008), or different preferences for leisure activities (such as those centred on outdoor, public space exposed to traffic risk). These ‘cultural’ factors may of course be mediators of deprivation effects, in that differential access to indoor space or private gardens may shape preferences for outdoor activity, and structural factors may make risk taking behaviour more prevalent. From a policy perspective, candidate explanations which relate to behaviour or cultural preferences are perhaps less interesting, for two reasons. First, they often relate to factors that are less amenable to social intervention, given the limited evidence for the effectiveness of educational interventions directed at changing behaviour compared with interventions addressing the road environment (Duperrex et al., 2002; Bunn et al., 2003). Second, even if interventions were effective in changing behaviour, it might well be inappropriate to do so. A higher propensity to enjoy outdoor activity, for instance, is likely to bring health benefits as well as health risks. The challenge is to provide an environment in which such activities can be done without incurring additional risk, rather than to reduce children’s use of outdoor space.

The aims of this study were driven to a large extent by policy needs. There was a desire to identify whether there were ethnic inequalities in outcomes, and the first aim was therefore to identify whether it was possible, using available datasets, to identify credible evidence of differences in pedestrian injury rates by ethnicity. Second, given that there is a considerable amount of evidence that interventions addressing the road environment are the most effective for reducing injuries (Bunn et al., 2003; Morrison et al., 2003) we aimed to identify how far any differences by ethnicity could be explained by area deprivation. If area deprivation accounted for any differences found across ethnic groups, inequalities could potentially be ameliorated through policies to prioritise deprived neighbourhoods for traffic interventions.

1.2. Measures of ethnicity

A major challenge to such a study is that the problems of inadequate conceptualisation of ethnicity lead directly to difficulties in operationalisation for empirical research. Population denominator data come from self-identified fixed response categories used in the decennial census, which reflect the multiple ways in which British minority ethnic groups are differentiated (by skin colour, ethnic identity, religion and nationality, for instance). This strategy is subject to limitations given that fixed response census categories can neither reflect the contextual nature of claims to particular ethnic identities, nor adequately capture mixed ethnic identities. A more significant practical challenge is that few routine datasets in the UK utilise the same categories. The most comprehensive data source for health care use, Hospital Episode Statistics (HES), which records admissions to National Health Service hospitals, only utilised comparable codes to those of the Census from 2001, and there are wide variations in terms of completeness of coding and historically a high proportion of missing ethnic codes (around 36%) for under 15 year olds (HES Online, 2004).

An alternative for examining road traffic injuries is STATS19 data, from police records of road collisions. STATS19 is the official dataset of personal injury road collisions and resulting casualties that occur on the public highway in the UK. Although data on the ethnicity of persons involved in road traffic collisions is not available for most of the UK, London Metropolitan police officers have recorded the ethnicity of casualties since 1995. Initially, these data appear of limited value. The measure of ethnicity used is the six-category Police National Computer `Identity Code', which is designed for description for crime detection and prevention, rather than monitoring, purposes (ACPO, 2001). The categories (Table 2) rely on observer identification of physical attributes, rather than on self-identification, as in the census. It is unknown how, in practice, London’s police officers do distinguish people as, for instance, ‘Dark-skinned European’ or ‘Arab’. These categories certainly do not reflect how most people would define their own ethnicity, and there are no population level data that use them. Despite these weaknesses, STATS19 data do have a number of advantages compared with HES data. They have a reasonable coverage of ethnicity, and may be less subject to the selection bias inherent in HES from differences in help-seeking behaviour, which are associated with distance to hospital, deprivation and ethnicity. Given the availability and coverage of STATS19, we were interested to see whether these data could be used to examine the relationships between ethnicity, area deprivation and road environments.

2. Methods

We obtained an extract of STATS19 data from the London Road Safety Unit that included all reported casualties and collisions occurring in London during 1996–2006. Where possible, we removed non-London residents (e.g. visitors) using their postcode of residence. Casualties were included in the analysis if aged 0–15 years and injured as pedestrians. Each casualty was assigned to a lower super output area (LSOA) based on the Ordnance Survey grid reference of the location where the collision occurred. LSOAs are geographic areas containing an average of 1500 people, defined by the Office of National Statistics using measures of population size, mutual proximity and homogeneity. There are 4765 LSOAs in London, within 33 boroughs. Collision location was used in the analysis due to the low levels of completeness of recording home postcodes in some boroughs, and because children are known to be injured as pedestrians close to home (Edwards et al., 2007). LSOAs in the City of London were excluded from the analysis as this borough tends to have a large day-time population and a small resident population. The level of deprivation of each LSOA was scored using the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2004 (IMD) (Noble et al., 2004). LSOAs were ranked according to IMD score and divided into deciles (1 least deprived to 10 most deprived).

2.1. Population estimates and rates

To derive population rates, we first mapped the majority of the STATS19 categories pragmatically to aggregated groupings used by the Greater London Authority, which are drawn from the 2001 Census categories that are most common in London (Table 2) (Bains and Klodawski, 2007). We then derived three broad categories of ethnicity, which we have called ‘White’, ‘Black, and ‘Asian’, based on these mappings of STATS19 codes to aggregated census categories. We also conducted a sensitivity analysis to compare the results from alternative mappings of STATS19 codes.
to census categories. Age specific population data are not available at LSOA level by ethnic group, so the population of ‘White’, ‘Black’, and ‘Asian’ children in each LSOA was estimated by multiplying the numbers of children resident in each LSOA by the percentages of residents of all ages that are ‘White’, ‘Black’, or ‘Asian’ (both from the 2001 Census). The estimates of LSOA-level ethnic group child populations were then scaled to sum to the available borough level totals, to allow for ethnic differences in family size.

2.2. Road environment and area characteristic variables

Based on evidence from the literature, we selected available road environment and area characteristic variables with known associations with injury risk. These included: density of road junctions, A roads and minor roads in the LSOA, the proportion of postcodes in an LSOA characterised as business, and the area (in square metres) of an LSOA. Information on vehicle speeds and traffic flows is only available at borough level and is unlikely to reflect accurately the road environment in each individual LSOA. These borough level variables were not therefore included in the main model, but were included in a sensitivity analysis. To create variables describing the road environment in an LSOA, and in adjacent LSOAs, current road network information from the Integrated Transport Network (ITN) supplied by Ordnance Survey was overlaid with LSOA boundaries provided by the census in ArcView GIS. Borough level estimates of traffic flow and traffic speeds were provided by Road Network Monitoring, Transport for London.

2.3. Statistical analysis

Negative binomial multivariable regression was used to estimate models of the number of children of each ethnic group injured as pedestrians in each LSOA. We estimated injury rate ratios, with 95% confidence intervals, comparing rates in each decile of LSOAs with the rate in the least deprived decile, adjusting for road environment and area characteristic variables (see statistical appendix for details of model specification). Robust standard errors were used to allow for within-borough correlations in LSOA injury rates. Finally, a likelihood ratio test of two Poisson regression models of pedestrian injury risk, one including a term for interaction between deprivation and ethnicity, and the other excluding the interaction term, was used to assess whether the relationship between deprivation and injury was similar across ethnic groups. Approval for the study was obtained from the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine Research Ethics Committee.

3. Results

Between 1996 and 2006 there were 22,121 pedestrian casualties aged 0–15 years recorded in London (excluding City of London), with 11,206 identified as ‘White’, 5400 as ‘Black’, 2511 as ‘Asian’ and 477 as either ‘Arab’ or ‘Oriental’. A total of 2527 (11%) casualties had missing ethnicity codes. Based on our initial pragmatic mapping, average annual pedestrian injury rates were higher in ‘Black’ children (176 per 100,000 children; 95% confidence interval 172–181), than in either ‘White’ children (118 per 100,000 children; 95% CI 116–121) or in ‘Asian’ children (91 per 100,000 children; 95% CI 88–95).

The size of these ethnic differences was changed using alternative groupings of STATS19 codes and census derived categories. For example: when the STATS19 category ‘Dark-skinned European’ was excluded from the ‘White’ group, the rate decreased to 109 (95% CI 107–111) per 100,000 children; when ‘Arab’ or ‘Oriental’ were included in the ‘Asian’ group, the rate increased to 124 (95% CI 120–128) per 100,000; when ‘Dark-skinned European’ was included in the ‘Asian’ group, the rate increased to 124 (95% CI 120–128) per 100,000. However, rates in the ‘Black’ group remained higher than all other ethnic groupings in all except one mapping. When records with missing ethnicity codes were included in the ‘Asian’ group, the rates in the ‘Asian’ group, 184 (95% CI 179–189) per 100,000, became equivalent to that in the ‘Black’ group, 176 (95% CI 172–181) per 100,000.

3.1. The relationship between injury risk and deprivation for each ethnic grouping

Based on our pragmatic grouping of ethnicity categories, Fig. 2 shows pedestrian injury rates by deprivation decile separately for each ethnic group, unadjusted for road environment variables. In least deprived deciles, ‘Black’ child pedestrian injury rates were highest, and in the two most deprived deciles ‘Black’ and ‘White’ child pedestrian injury rates were similar. The pedestrian injury rates in ‘Asian’ children were lower than in either ‘Black’ or ‘White’ children across all deprivation deciles.

After adjusting for road environment and area characteristic variables, we looked separately at the relative risks for pedestrian

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This study</th>
<th>STATS19</th>
<th>GLA (Aggregated Ethnic Group)</th>
<th>Census 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>White-skinned European</td>
<td>British</td>
<td>White-skinned European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dark-skinned European</td>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>Dark-skinned European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Afro-Caribbean</td>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>Afro-Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Black Caribbean</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African</td>
<td>African</td>
<td>African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Black</td>
<td>Other Black</td>
<td>Other Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Excluded from main analysis)</td>
<td>Oriental</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arab</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Derivations of ethnic groups from mapping of STATS19 ethnicity categories to Greater London Authority (GLA) aggregations of census ethnic group codes.
For ‘White’ pedestrians, there was a linear relationship between deprivation and injury rates, with the rate in the most deprived decile 2.90 (95% CI 2.53–3.32) times higher than that in the least deprived decile. For ‘Asian’ child pedestrians, there was a similar relationship between deprivation and injury risk, with the rate in the most deprived decile 2.34 (95% CI 1.70–3.21) times that in the least deprived decile. However, for ‘Black’ children, no relationship was observed between deprivation and injury rates, with no evidence for a difference in rates between the most deprived and least deprived deciles (rate ratio 1.01; 95% CI 0.75–1.37).

The relationship between child pedestrian injury and deprivation in the ‘White’ and ‘Asian’ groups was not substantially changed when using alternative mappings of the STATS19 ethnic codes. There was good evidence, from the test for interaction, that the relationship between level of area deprivation and injury rates differs by ethnic group \( p < 0.001 \). There was a reasonably good fit of our model to the data for ‘White’ child pedestrian injury \( (\text{Pearson chi-squared} = 4921, \text{residual degrees of freedom} = 4745) \). The fit for ‘Black’ child pedestrian injury and ‘Asian’ pedestrians was less good \( (\text{Pearson chi-squared} = 5720 \text{ and } 5740, \text{with 4730 and 4738 residual degrees of freedom, respectively}) \).

**3.2. The effect of road environment and area characteristics**

Table 3 shows the effect of the road environment variables and area characteristics on child pedestrian injury independently of area level deprivation for the three ethnic groupings. The results indicate some evidence that density of A roads in LSOAs (i.e. kilometres of A roads per hectare) was associated with increased injury rates, whereas the density of minor roads was associated with decreased injury risk for all three ethnic groupings. An increase in the proportion of postcodes in an LSOA characterised as ‘business’ was associated with higher injury rates in children from all three ethnic groups. There was good evidence that higher junction density was associated with higher injury rates in ‘White’ children. Including borough level data on morning speeds of A roads and traffic flow in the models did not change the model coefficients; that is, relationships between injury and deprivation, road and area variables were unchanged. There was weak evidence that higher speed was associated with increased injury risk in ‘White’ and ‘Asian’ children, but decreased injury risk in ‘Black’ children (results not shown).

**4. Discussion**

We have used STATS19 data first to estimate the rates of pedestrian injury for three broad ethnic groupings of children in London and then to examine the relationship between deprivation and injury risk separately for each ethnic grouping. A common threat to validity in research on ethnicity is numerator-denominator bias, given the reliance in most studies on data from different recording systems for numerators and denominators. Much of the evidence on mortality and ethnicity from the United States, for instance, uses coroner recorded ethnic and race categories (see for instance, Stevens and Dellinger, 2002; Campos-Outcalt et al., 2002, 2003; Braver, 2003), with known problems in reliability when assessed against self-report data for many ethnic groups (Briggs et al., 2005). Even where the same classification systems are used, it is not known how far self-reported ethnicity is reliable over different locations (such as health care facilities and census completion). Given that our denominators were from census population estimates and numerators were derived from police-assigned classifications of what is essentially a measure of observed ‘race’ rather than ethnicity, and there are no data on how police decisions might relate to self-identified ethnic identity, numerator-denominator bias is a particular threat in this study. We addressed this possible limitation by first deriving a pragmatic mapping of STATS19 ethnic codes to census derived categories, and then testing the robustness of our results by using alternative mappings. These alternatives were more conservative in terms of potentially over-estimating the apparently high rate of ‘Black’ casualties or under-estimating the lower rates of ‘White’ and ‘Asian’ groups. The results suggest that caution is required when comparing the rates of ‘White’ and ‘Asian’ child injuries. This is perhaps unsurprising given the difficulty of identifying ethnic identities from observed physical characteristics in ways that are likely to correspond to self-defined ethnicity. However, the alternative
mappings do not appear to substantively change the inferences about either the higher ‘Black’ rates or the differential effect of deprivation on relative risks across the ethnic groups. For some ethnic groupings, there may be a large enough degree of overlap between self and observer identified categories to derive reasonably reliable population rates at a crude level of aggregation. We can therefore be fairly confident that we have identified a higher rate of pedestrian injury in ‘Black’ children in London compared with others. Alternative mappings also did not substantively change the findings that pedestrian injury rates increase with area deprivation in ‘White’ and ‘Asian’ but not ‘Black’ children, and that these relationships remain after controlling for those features of the road environment that we could measure.

A further cause of numerator-denominator bias might be due to assigning casualties to the LSOAs in which they were injured, rather than to those in which they live (a necessary step due to incomplete postcodes). Although location of collision is a reasonable proxy for location of residence for children in general (Edwards et al., 2007), there may of course be ethnic differences in typical distances travelled by children. If, for instance, ‘Black’ children who live in deprived areas are more likely to attend schools further away from home than are their ‘White’ or ‘Asian’ neighbours, this could partially explain why we observed higher ‘Black’ child pedestrian injury rates than expected in less deprived areas.

A second potential threat to reliability is data completeness. It is estimated that 30% of London’s road traffic injuries go unreported, and that across the UK 20% of traffic injuries are unrecorded in STATS19 (Ward et al., 2006). If there are between-group differences in the reporting of traffic injuries, this may affect the overall relative differences by ethnicity. However, this under-reporting and under-recording of injuries in STATS19 will only affect our analysis of the relationships between area deprivation, ethnicity and risk if the within-ethnic group propensity to report or record an injury differs by area deprivation. To account for the different patterns of association between deprivation and injury risk in the ‘Black’ and other ethnic groupings, this would entail injuries to ‘Black’ child pedestrians (compared to other groups) being relatively over-reported if they occur in the least deprived areas, and relatively under-reported in the most deprived areas. As this may be an unlikely, but not impossible, scenario, we conducted a sensitivity analysis including only those children killed or seriously injured, where reporting biases are less likely to be a threat. The relationship between deprivation and serious injury risk was found to be similar to that using all injuries among ‘White’ and ‘Black’ children. There were not enough killed or seriously injured ‘Asian’ child pedestrians to make similar comparisons.

The most plausible mediators of area effects on injury risk are those relating to the local road environment, and this was confirmed by our study. Our model included those variables known to be related to road injury risk, including the density of A roads (on which the majority of injuries in London occur), density of minor roads, density of road junctions, a measure of residential status and a measure of population density. We found similar results to previous studies: a higher density of A roads, a higher density of road junctions, and more businesses in an area were associated with higher pedestrian injury risk, while a higher density of minor roads was associated with lower injury risk.

There is evidence from broader studies of health and ethnicity that the measure of deprivation chosen makes a significant difference to the level of ‘ethnic difference’ found (Kaufman et al., 1997; Davey Smith, 2000; Braver et al., 2001) and that area measures may underestimate the standard of living of minority groups (Davey Smith et al., 2000). The measure of area deprivation used in this study, IMD, may well be prone to these weaknesses, and it is possible that it discriminates less well for ‘Black’ than other ethnic groups if, for instance, there is less variability between the individual ‘Black’ households located across different LSOAs than for other groups. Qualitative evidence from studies of housing and social class in London certainly suggests that the relationship between residence and affluence may operate differently across different ethnic groups. Butler and Robson (2003), for instance, in their study of gentrification in Inner London, found few minority ethnic households in the rapidly gentrifying areas they studied, even when located near multicultural areas, and Watt (2005) found individual ‘marginal professionals’ in social housing who may be more affluent, or have different cultural capital, than the majority of residents locally.

4.1. What this study adds

Few studies have examined ethnic differences in pedestrian injury, and the majority of research on ethnicity and transport injury has used mortality data (Schiff and Becker, 1996; Stevens and Dellinger, 2002; Campos-Outcalt et al., 2002, 2003; Braver, 2003; Stirbu et al., 2006). Deaths are rare, and may be atypical of all injury. Compared with other studies of childhood pedestrian injury, our findings are consistent with a Dutch study (Stirbu et al., 2006) that found that minority ethnic children were at higher risk of pedestrian injury mortality, and an Israeli study that identified a higher risk of road traffic injuries for non-Jewish children but interestingly (as in this study) that this higher relative risk disappeared in areas with lower socio-economic status (Savitsky et al., 2007). There is little literature from the UK. One study from Birmingham found that Asian children under 10 years were at higher risk as pedestrians, although this difference was not found for other modes of transport, or at other ages.
(Lawson and Edwards, 1991), suggesting that exposure differences may have explained some of the increased risk. Another UK case-control study compared school children injured as pedestrians with those not injured and found that ‘non-White’ minority ethnic children were over-represented in the ‘injured’ group, but was not able to identify the contribution of socio-economic factors to this difference (Christie, 1995). By using police data which included an accurate record of the injury location, we were able to both limit the problem of identifying appropriate population denominators, and to avoid bias from potential population differences in health service use. We have been able to estimate reasonably robust population rates for broad ethnic groupings in London and to examine the contribution of area level deprivation, at the level of LSOA, on the relationship between ethnicity and injury risk.

4.2. Possible mechanisms

Our study concurs with most international and UK findings that some ethnic minority children are at greater risk of pedestrian injury. However, there is no consensus about precisely who is at risk. The study from Birmingham, for instance, found Asian but not other minority group children to be at increased risk of pedestrian injury (Lawson and Edwards, 1991), whereas our findings suggest that ‘Asian’ children in London are at relatively low risk and ‘Black’ children face an increased risk. This suggests that there is nothing fundamental about belonging to a minority ethnic group per se or even to a particular minority ethnic group that increases risk of pedestrian injury. However, our results suggest that the high rate for ‘Black’ children in London is unlikely to be completely explained by artefacts of inadequate measures of ethnicity or by the association between ethnicity and area deprivation. It is perhaps surprising that whereas lower area deprivation appears to protect ‘Asian’ and ‘White’ children from injury risk, it has no similar effect for ‘Black’ children. There are likely to be complex causal pathways that link belonging to particular ethnic groups living in particular environments and higher child injury rates. Further research is needed on the mechanisms that link ethnicity to road injury risk. Household level deprivation, which might vary in ways that are not reflected in area level deprivation measures, could theoretically influence variables such as mode of transport used, or length of time spent travelling to school or leisure activities. Thus differential exposure is one potential mechanism through which either individual deprivation or cultural factors could influence ethnic differences in risk. There is some suggestion in the road environment analysis for the importance of exposure, given the density of A roads was associated with increased injury risk, as these are likely to have higher traffic flows than either B roads or minor roads, creating more opportunities for car-pedestrian collisions. Existing empirical evidence on the relative amount of pedestrian exposure to roads across different ethnic groups in the UK is mixed (Bly et al., 2006). However, if transport mode, amount of time spent travelling and distance travelled do differ by ethnicity and deprivation, different levels of pedestrian exposure may help to explain our results.

4.3. Is it useful to look at ‘ethnicity’ as a variable?

We have already suggested that our measure of ethnicity is problematic for a study of pedestrian injury risk. Inevitably, in an epidemiological study, the need to aggregate fine-grained choices that could reflect the complexity of ethnicity into broad categories such as ‘Black’, ‘White’, or ‘Asian’ risks masking considerable within-group differences and emphasizing between-group differences. All the broad aggregations we derived collapse a number of population groups that are theoretically very different in terms of likely risks. For instance, rates of car ownership vary across those from Indian, Pakistani and ‘Other Asian’ backgrounds (Department for Transport, 2006), and the ‘White’ group includes both UK born individuals and those more recently arrived migrants who may have very different transport mode use. Identifying a high rate of injury among those classified as ‘Black’ does not identify particular communities which might have disproportionately high rates of injury. Further, without more detailed data on exposure, we have no way of knowing whether this increased risk is the result of greater time exposed as pedestrians, or of behavioural factors. In terms of developing road safety policies that do not exacerbate inequalities in childhood, the aim should be to provide road environments that are safe for the most vulnerable of road users. It is difficult to identify evidence-based interventions which could address such poorly defined groupings as ‘Black’ children. The implications of the results of this and other studies is that injury risk for particular population groups is unlikely to be generalisable beyond local areas: ‘Black’ children have been identified as at higher risk in London over the period 1996–2006 but not, for instance, in Birmingham a decade previously (Lawson and Edwards, 1991). Given that area deprivation does increase risk for most population groups, and that the majority of ‘Black’ child pedestrian injuries do occur in the most deprived areas (simply because this is where most ‘Black’ children live, as shown in Table 1), road environment improvements that prioritise the most deprived areas are still likely to be the most efficient in terms of strategies to address inequalities. In our dataset, for instance, 36% of ‘White’ casualties, 48% of ‘Asian’ casualties and 57% of ‘Black’ casualties occurred within the three most deprived deciles of LSOAs. However, in terms of understanding the mechanisms that might put some children at greater risk of injury, this analysis by ethnicity is interesting in terms of raising questions for further research that could explore in more detail how exposure to risk might be shaped by ethnicity and place. The key policy challenge remains that of providing safer environments that reduce the risk to vulnerable road users, however often they are exposed to that risk.

5. Conclusion

It is clearly not membership of a minority ethnic group per se that puts children at higher risk of being injured, given the different results for different minority groups within this study and compared with others. Furthermore, for those who are at higher risk, it is unlikely to be ‘place’ of residence that fully explains that additional risk. We cannot, from this secondary analysis, identify what it is about being classified as ‘Black’ in London that appears to put children at higher risk of road traffic injury than their peers in other ethnic groups, or why living in a less deprived area does not appear to protect them. To do so, we would need more sophisticated understanding of how different components of ethnicity and other structural factors (such as individual deprivation) inter-relate in different places in order to make exposure to injury risk more or less likely for some groups. The measure of ethnicity used in this study was inevitably crude, and not capable of capturing the multiple ways in which ethnic identity is experienced by individuals or communities. Certainly, the aggregations ‘Black’, ‘Asian’ and ‘White’ do not represent any real communities in London, and all three groupings obscure real differences likely to relate to injury risk. However, the overall findings relating to those children identified as ‘Black’ appeared to be robust. First, ‘Black’ children appear to be at higher risk than those identified as ‘White’ or ‘Asian’. Second, the well-documented relationship between area deprivation
and risk did not hold for the ‘Black’ children: they do not appear to be protected from pedestrian injury risk by living in less deprived areas.
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